Press Releases

ZeeVee Launches Four-Channel IP Encoder at
InfoComm 2018
Delivers Quality, Efficiency and Flexibility in Distributing Multiple AV Sources Over IP Networks
LAS VEGAS, June 6, 2018— Continuing to expand the industry’s broadest line of AV over IP components,
ZeeVee, Inc. is introducing the ZyPerMX4, a four-channel IP encoder for distributing up to four HD sources over
IP networks employing 1GB or faster switches.
The new ZyPerMX4 encodes and distributes HD video content up to 1080p @ 60Hz and supports both multicast
and unicast UDP and RTP encoding, making it a cost-effective solution for most corporate and commercial HD
video-over-IP applications.
Integrators and end users can communicate directly with the encoder using the built-in web server that provides
full access to configuration parameters, control and other features. Once connected to the network, the IP
settings on the encoder can be configured automatically by a DHCP server or can be entered manually in static
mode.
“There are a lot of applications where a multi-channel encoder is going to offer tremendous efficiency in cost,
installation time and rack space,” said Steve Metzger, ZeeVee co-founder and VP, Hardware & Operations.
“Based on the award-winning technology in our HDbridge 3000, ZyPerMX4 enables our channel partners to hit
the ground running with a proven, reliable solution for delivering HD content over an IP network.”
The ZyPerMX4 can also pass through up to eight channels of embedded audio in Linear PCM, MPEG-1 Audio
Layer 2 and other formats, making it a great AV distribution solution for churches, stadiums and other public
venues that need an affordable long-distance audio solution.
Optional POE capability eliminates the need for installing additional local electrical outlets to complete projects.
The ZyPerMX4 is available now for a MSRP of $2,690.
About ZeeVee
ZeeVee (www.zeevee.com) is a global manufacturer of video and signal distribution technology for the ProAV
and IT marketplace. As the only manufacturer today that can deliver multimedia content over coax, fiber and
CATx, ZeeVee has transformed the digital video industry with its award-winning, HD to Ultra-HD/4K solutions.
The company offers a variety of innovative, cost-effective and easy to install distribution platforms. ZeeVee is
installed in thousands of facilities worldwide where there is a need to transport HD/UHD content from multiple
sources to multiple displays over long distances. ZeeVee is a founding member of the SDVoE Alliance and a
Global Presence Alliance Technology Partner.
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